Emerging South Oxfordshire Local Plan Proposed
Main Modifications Consultation
Part A - contact details
Q1. Are you responding as an:
Individual

Individual contact details
Q2. Due to statutory planning regulations, a name and means of contact is required for your representation
to be considered:
Title

Mr

Full name

Simon Reynolds

Business / Organisation name (if relevant)
Job title (if relevant)
Address line 1
Address line 2
Address line 3
Postal town
Postcode
Telephone number
Email address

Part B - your comments
Q5. You can provide your comments on the Emerging South Oxfordshire Local Plan Proposed Main
Modifications in this section. The list of documents you can comment on are: Schedule of Proposed Main
Modifications as amended by Erratum Schedule of Policies Map Changes Sustainability Appraisal
Addendum Habitats Regulations Assessment Addendum If you wish to provide comments on more than
one proposed main modification or document, you will be given the option once you have completed this
section. Please select the document you wish to comment on using the drop-down menu below:
Schedule of Proposed Main Modifications

Q6. Which Main Modification number or consultation document are you commenting on? If you are
commenting on the Main Modification document, please provide the main modification number (for
example MM1) in the box below. If you are unsure of the 'modification number', please click here to view
the Schedule of Proposed Main Modifications. If you are commenting on any of the other consultation
documents (for example the Sustainability Appraisal Addendum), please provide the relevant section,
paragraph or page number in the box
MM2

Q7. Please provide your comments in the box below. If your comments are over 500 words it would be
really helpful if you could also provide a summary of your comments using the text box in the next
question. You will also be able to upload any supporting documents using the button below.
Whilst I agree with this, in no way can the strategic site at Chalgrove Airfield comply with it. This is no a
location that assists in reducing the need for travel.

Q8. If your comments are more than 500 words long, please use the space below to provide a summary.
You are not required to summarise your comments, but a summary would help us in our reporting.
No Response

Q9. Please upload any supporting documents below:
No Response

Comment again, or finish?
Would you like to comment on another main modification or supporting document?
Yes, I'd like to make another comment

Part B - your comments
Q10. You can provide your comments on the Emerging South Oxfordshire Local Plan Proposed Main
Modifications in this section. The list of documents you can comment on are: Schedule of Proposed Main
Modifications as amended by Erratum Schedule of Policies Map Changes Sustainability Appraisal
Addendum Habitats Regulations Assessment Addendum If you wish to provide comments on more than
one proposed main modification or document, you will be given the option once you have completed this
section. Please select the document you wish to comment on using the drop-down menu below:
Schedule of Proposed Main Modifications

Q11. Which Main Modification number or consultation document are you commenting on? If you are
commenting on the Main Modification document, please provide the main modification number (for
example MM1) in the box below. If you are unsure of the 'modification number', please click here to view
the Schedule of Proposed Main Modifications. If you are commenting on any of the other consultation
documents (for example the Sustainability Appraisal Addendum), please provide the relevant section,
paragraph or page number in the box
MM3 page 27

Q12. Please provide your comments in the box below. If your comments are over 500 words it would be
really helpful if you could also provide a summary of your comments using the text box in the next
question. You will also be able to upload any supporting documents using the button below.
Climate change is obviously extremely important and should be at the forefront of everyones minds.I
support this addition but again question how a remote location for a strategic site, such as Chalgrove sits
with this?

Q13. If your comments are more than 500 words long, please use the space below to provide a summary.
You are not required to summarise your comments, but a summary would help us in our reporting.
No Response

Q14. Please upload any supporting documents below:
No Response

Comment again, or finish?
Would you like to comment on another main modification or supporting document?
Yes, I'd like to make another comment

Part B - your comments
Q15. You can provide your comments on the Emerging South Oxfordshire Local Plan Proposed Main
Modifications in this section. The list of documents you can comment on are: Schedule of Proposed Main
Modifications as amended by Erratum Schedule of Policies Map Changes Sustainability Appraisal
Addendum Habitats Regulations Assessment Addendum If you wish to provide comments on more than
one proposed main modification or document, you will be given the option once you have completed this
section. Please select the document you wish to comment on using the drop-down menu below:
Schedule of Proposed Main Modifications

Q16. Which Main Modification number or consultation document are you commenting on? If you are
commenting on the Main Modification document, please provide the main modification number (for
example MM1) in the box below. If you are unsure of the 'modification number', please click here to view
the Schedule of Proposed Main Modifications. If you are commenting on any of the other consultation
documents (for example the Sustainability Appraisal Addendum), please provide the relevant section,
paragraph or page number in the box
MM4 page 28

Q17. Please provide your comments in the box below. If your comments are over 500 words it would be
really helpful if you could also provide a summary of your comments using the text box in the next
question. You will also be able to upload any supporting documents using the button below.
The spacial strategy should support growth in locations that help to reduce travel. Gradual and organic
growth may do this but the selection of a large strategic site at Chalgrove Airfield, which is remote and
poorly served by road infrastructure will do help to achieve this.

Q18. If your comments are more than 500 words long, please use the space below to provide a summary.
You are not required to summarise your comments, but a summary would help us in our reporting.
No Response

Q19. Please upload any supporting documents below:
No Response

Comment again, or finish?
Would you like to comment on another main modification or supporting document?
Yes, I'd like to make another comment

Part B - your comments
Q20. You can provide your comments on the Emerging South Oxfordshire Local Plan Proposed Main
Modifications in this section. The list of documents you can comment on are: Schedule of Proposed Main
Modifications as amended by Erratum Schedule of Policies Map Changes Sustainability Appraisal
Addendum Habitats Regulations Assessment Addendum If you wish to provide comments on more than
one proposed main modification or document, you will be given the option once you have completed this
section. Please select the document you wish to comment on using the drop-down menu below:
Schedule of Proposed Main Modifications

Q21. Which Main Modification number or consultation document are you commenting on? If you are
commenting on the Main Modification document, please provide the main modification number (for
example MM1) in the box below. If you are unsure of the 'modification number', please click here to view
the Schedule of Proposed Main Modifications. If you are commenting on any of the other consultation
documents (for example the Sustainability Appraisal Addendum), please provide the relevant section,
paragraph or page number in the box
MM8 page 41

Q22. Please provide your comments in the box below. If your comments are over 500 words it would be
really helpful if you could also provide a summary of your comments using the text box in the next
question. You will also be able to upload any supporting documents using the button below.
Point 2 regarding the density of development. Villages and larger villages have evolved a particular
density which must be respected. The Council’s own objective 5.2 supports this. Higher densities do not
respect the scale and character.
What is meant by "an appropriate amount and mix of uses"? appropriate for the council’s needs or the
local residents.
Point 4. This is in direct conflict with the council’s objective 5.2 to support development that respects the
scale and character of our towns and villages. I strongly object to this modification. This appears to give
developers the green light to build whatever they want and will likely lead to conflict.
Point 5. What does optimal use mean? Could this be a reason to increase densities? Also ‘Masterplans’
need to be of a standard and checked for accuracy. In the case of a recent planning application for
Chalgrove Airfield there is a gross distortion of the facts.

Q23. If your comments are more than 500 words long, please use the space below to provide a summary.
You are not required to summarise your comments, but a summary would help us in our reporting.
No Response

Q24. Please upload any supporting documents below:
No Response

Comment again, or finish?
Would you like to comment on another main modification or supporting document?
Yes, I'd like to make another comment

Part B - your comments

Q25. You can provide your comments on the Emerging South Oxfordshire Local Plan Proposed Main
Modifications in this section. The list of documents you can comment on are: Schedule of Proposed Main
Modifications as amended by Erratum Schedule of Policies Map Changes Sustainability Appraisal
Addendum Habitats Regulations Assessment Addendum If you wish to provide comments on more than
one proposed main modification or document, you will be given the option once you have completed this
section. Please select the document you wish to comment on using the drop-down menu below:
Schedule of Proposed Main Modifications

Q26. Which Main Modification number or consultation document are you commenting on? If you are
commenting on the Main Modification document, please provide the main modification number (for
example MM1) in the box below. If you are unsure of the 'modification number', please click here to view
the Schedule of Proposed Main Modifications. If you are commenting on any of the other consultation
documents (for example the Sustainability Appraisal Addendum), please provide the relevant section,
paragraph or page number in the box
MM10 page 46,47 and 48

Q27. Please provide your comments in the box below. If your comments are over 500 words it would be
really helpful if you could also provide a summary of your comments using the text box in the next
question. You will also be able to upload any supporting documents using the button below.
Point 1. Homes England have a different timetable for development that suggested by the District
Council. Homes Englands timetable is unrealistic and an example of their misleading application.
Para 2 (viii) Chalgrove as it stands is self contained and the local retail serves the existing community
very well. To set up any future strategic site as a retail centre will have a detrimental impact on the
surrounding settlementents, in particular Watlington.
The transport infrastructure, current and (poorly) proposed will not be able to cope with the increase in
housing let alone additional visitor numbers. The modelling completed so far does not take into account
visitor number and is at best suspect for accuracy.
Para 121 of the NPPF permits new shopping centres "provided this would not undermine key economic
sectors or sites or the vitality and viability of town centres". This change contradicts the NPPF, and SODC
Policy TC1,and should be removed.
Para 2(ix)c SODC have finally admitted that the site is to cater for the wider District and not the unmet
needs of the City therefore the bus routes should serve the wider area.
In any event it is clear from their responses that the informed opinion of The Oxford Bus Company and
Stagecoach is that the bus services suggested and much vaunted are not sustainable.
Para 2(ix)d Agree but where there are existing cycle routes and not ones that are suggested in the future.
In the case f Chalgrove Airfield there are no existing wider routes and the relative remoteness of the site
means that cycle routes will only be provided within the settlement itself.
Para 3(vii)(new) In regard to densities. I strongly object to this. This conflicts with Objective 5.2 and the
higher densities do not respect the existing settlement or any other in the wider area.
This type of higher density housing together with slower traffic will no doubt lead to a degrading of the air
quality (something which Watlington has been wrestling with for years)

Q28. If your comments are more than 500 words long, please use the space below to provide a summary.
You are not required to summarise your comments, but a summary would help us in our reporting.
No Response

Q29. Please upload any supporting documents below:
No Response

Comment again, or finish?
Would you like to comment on another main modification or supporting document?
Yes, I'd like to make another comment

Part B - your comments
Q30. You can provide your comments on the Emerging South Oxfordshire Local Plan Proposed Main
Modifications in this section. The list of documents you can comment on are: Schedule of Proposed Main
Modifications as amended by Erratum Schedule of Policies Map Changes Sustainability Appraisal
Addendum Habitats Regulations Assessment Addendum If you wish to provide comments on more than
one proposed main modification or document, you will be given the option once you have completed this
section. Please select the document you wish to comment on using the drop-down menu below:
Schedule of Proposed Main Modifications

Q31. Which Main Modification number or consultation document are you commenting on? If you are
commenting on the Main Modification document, please provide the main modification number (for
example MM1) in the box below. If you are unsure of the 'modification number', please click here to view
the Schedule of Proposed Main Modifications. If you are commenting on any of the other consultation
documents (for example the Sustainability Appraisal Addendum), please provide the relevant section,
paragraph or page number in the box
MM49 page 147

Q32. Please provide your comments in the box below. If your comments are over 500 words it would be
really helpful if you could also provide a summary of your comments using the text box in the next
question. You will also be able to upload any supporting documents using the button below.
I support this, quality infrastructure is essential. The transport infrastructure does however need to serve
the entire strategic site and not just bits of the approach as in the case of Chalgrove Airfield. It is not
enough to just mitigate some of the surrounding area at the expense of other parts. If the infrastructure
cannot be improved to adequately cater for all the development then the site is not suitable and should be
removed from the plan.

Q33. If your comments are more than 500 words long, please use the space below to provide a summary.
You are not required to summarise your comments, but a summary would help us in our reporting.
No Response

Q34. Please upload any supporting documents below:
No Response

Comment again, or finish?
Would you like to comment on another main modification or supporting document?
Yes, I'd like to make another comment

Part B - your comments
Q35. You can provide your comments on the Emerging South Oxfordshire Local Plan Proposed Main
Modifications in this section. The list of documents you can comment on are: Schedule of Proposed Main
Modifications as amended by Erratum Schedule of Policies Map Changes Sustainability Appraisal
Addendum Habitats Regulations Assessment Addendum If you wish to provide comments on more than
one proposed main modification or document, you will be given the option once you have completed this
section. Please select the document you wish to comment on using the drop-down menu below:
Schedule of Proposed Main Modifications

Q36. Which Main Modification number or consultation document are you commenting on? If you are
commenting on the Main Modification document, please provide the main modification number (for
example MM1) in the box below. If you are unsure of the 'modification number', please click here to view
the Schedule of Proposed Main Modifications. If you are commenting on any of the other consultation
documents (for example the Sustainability Appraisal Addendum), please provide the relevant section,
paragraph or page number in the box
MM64 page 199

Q37. Please provide your comments in the box below. If your comments are over 500 words it would be
really helpful if you could also provide a summary of your comments using the text box in the next
question. You will also be able to upload any supporting documents using the button below.
Support:
Comment – where a character assessment has been prepared as part of a made Neighbourhood
Development Plan, and a Planning Application is submitted which does not demonstrate that the positive
features have been incorporated, that Application should be refused. How does this sit with an increase in
density of housing in an area where traditionally much lower densities have been the norm?

Q38. If your comments are more than 500 words long, please use the space below to provide a summary.
You are not required to summarise your comments, but a summary would help us in our reporting.
No Response

Q39. Please upload any supporting documents below:
No Response

Comment again, or finish?
Would you like to comment on another main modification or supporting document?
Yes, I'd like to make another comment

Part B - your comments
Q40. You can provide your comments on the Emerging South Oxfordshire Local Plan Proposed Main
Modifications in this section. The list of documents you can comment on are: Schedule of Proposed Main
Modifications as amended by Erratum Schedule of Policies Map Changes Sustainability Appraisal
Addendum Habitats Regulations Assessment Addendum If you wish to provide comments on more than
one proposed main modification or document, you will be given the option once you have completed this
section. Please select the document you wish to comment on using the drop-down menu below:
Schedule of Proposed Main Modifications

Q41. Which Main Modification number or consultation document are you commenting on? If you are
commenting on the Main Modification document, please provide the main modification number (for
example MM1) in the box below. If you are unsure of the 'modification number', please click here to view
the Schedule of Proposed Main Modifications. If you are commenting on any of the other consultation
documents (for example the Sustainability Appraisal Addendum), please provide the relevant section,
paragraph or page number in the box
MM66 page 202, 203

Q42. Please provide your comments in the box below. If your comments are over 500 words it would be
really helpful if you could also provide a summary of your comments using the text box in the next
question. You will also be able to upload any supporting documents using the button below.
para (ix). I support this however it is not enough to say that the local community has been consulted
merely because events or consultation were held. The views of the local communities need to be
accurately reflected.
Para 9.16. For the local community its to be prepared to take on long-term stewardship of assets they
need to be engaged with the process, therefore consulations need to be meaningful and accurately
reported as above.

Q43. If your comments are more than 500 words long, please use the space below to provide a summary.
You are not required to summarise your comments, but a summary would help us in our reporting.
No Response

Q44. Please upload any supporting documents below:
No Response

Comment again, or finish?
Would you like to comment on another main modification or supporting document?
Yes, I'd like to make another comment

Part B - your comments
Q45. You can provide your comments on the Emerging South Oxfordshire Local Plan Proposed Main
Modifications in this section. The list of documents you can comment on are: Schedule of Proposed Main
Modifications as amended by Erratum Schedule of Policies Map Changes Sustainability Appraisal
Addendum Habitats Regulations Assessment Addendum If you wish to provide comments on more than
one proposed main modification or document, you will be given the option once you have completed this
section. Please select the document you wish to comment on using the drop-down menu below:
Schedule of Proposed Main Modifications

Q46. Which Main Modification number or consultation document are you commenting on? If you are
commenting on the Main Modification document, please provide the main modification number (for
example MM1) in the box below. If you are unsure of the 'modification number', please click here to view
the Schedule of Proposed Main Modifications. If you are commenting on any of the other consultation
documents (for example the Sustainability Appraisal Addendum), please provide the relevant section,
paragraph or page number in the box
MM69 page 208

Q47. Please provide your comments in the box below. If your comments are over 500 words it would be
really helpful if you could also provide a summary of your comments using the text box in the next
question. You will also be able to upload any supporting documents using the button below.
Point 1 - Support however this should also include road infrastructure and all infrastructure associated
with the development in the first place.

Q48. If your comments are more than 500 words long, please use the space below to provide a summary.
You are not required to summarise your comments, but a summary would help us in our reporting.
No Response

Q49. Please upload any supporting documents below:
No Response

Comment again, or finish?
Would you like to comment on another main modification or supporting document?
Yes, I'd like to make another comment

Part B - your comments
Q50. You can provide your comments on the Emerging South Oxfordshire Local Plan Proposed Main
Modifications in this section. The list of documents you can comment on are: Schedule of Proposed Main
Modifications as amended by Erratum Schedule of Policies Map Changes Sustainability Appraisal
Addendum Habitats Regulations Assessment Addendum If you wish to provide comments on more than
one proposed main modification or document, you will be given the option once you have completed this
section. Please select the document you wish to comment on using the drop-down menu below:
Sustainability Appraisal Addendum

Q51. Which Main Modification number or consultation document are you commenting on? If you are
commenting on the Main Modification document, please provide the main modification number (for
example MM1) in the box below. If you are unsure of the 'modification number', please click here to view
the Schedule of Proposed Main Modifications. If you are commenting on any of the other consultation
documents (for example the Sustainability Appraisal Addendum), please provide the relevant section,
paragraph or page number in the box
Strat 7 - 6 page 265

Q52. Please provide your comments in the box below. If your comments are over 500 words it would be
really helpful if you could also provide a summary of your comments using the text box in the next
question. You will also be able to upload any supporting documents using the button below.
It is nonsense to suggest this site will be self-contained or as was described a "critical mass" there will be
an increased need for travel to and from the site. The site is not sustainable and will be car-based. There
is no credible plan for the required level of public transport and a recent response to the planning
application for Chalgrove Airfield by the Managing Directors of The Oxford Bus Company and
Stagecoach confirm their view, originally submitted in consultations to the LP that the proposed increase
to the bus service is not viable.

Q53. If your comments are more than 500 words long, please use the space below to provide a summary.
You are not required to summarise your comments, but a summary would help us in our reporting.
No Response

Q54. Please upload any supporting documents below:
No Response

Comment again, or finish?
Would you like to comment on another main modification or supporting document?
Yes, I'd like to make another comment

Part B - your comments
Q55. You can provide your comments on the Emerging South Oxfordshire Local Plan Proposed Main
Modifications in this section. The list of documents you can comment on are: Schedule of Proposed Main
Modifications as amended by Erratum Schedule of Policies Map Changes Sustainability Appraisal
Addendum Habitats Regulations Assessment Addendum If you wish to provide comments on more than
one proposed main modification or document, you will be given the option once you have completed this
section. Please select the document you wish to comment on using the drop-down menu below:
Sustainability Appraisal Addendum

Q56. Which Main Modification number or consultation document are you commenting on? If you are
commenting on the Main Modification document, please provide the main modification number (for
example MM1) in the box below. If you are unsure of the 'modification number', please click here to view
the Schedule of Proposed Main Modifications. If you are commenting on any of the other consultation
documents (for example the Sustainability Appraisal Addendum), please provide the relevant section,
paragraph or page number in the box
Strat 7 - 8 Page 266/267

Q57. Please provide your comments in the box below. If your comments are over 500 words it would be
really helpful if you could also provide a summary of your comments using the text box in the next
question. You will also be able to upload any supporting documents using the button below.
This is entirely inaccurate. This is not a brownfield site. It is an active airfield. It is not in the SODC
register of brownfield sites. Between 80% and 85% of the site is greenfield with a high biodiversity value.
Development of the site would therefore be a significant negative

Q58. If your comments are more than 500 words long, please use the space below to provide a summary.
You are not required to summarise your comments, but a summary would help us in our reporting.
No Response

Q59. Please upload any supporting documents below:
No Response

Comment again, or finish?
Would you like to comment on another main modification or supporting document?
No, I'm ready to submit my comments now and finish the survey

